
Some remarks on criticism andtertual
the editing of Hebrew texts
by Bruno Cltiesa

The aim of the following essay is in the first place to
point out certain problems which occur to anyone
who is engaged on a scholarly level with Hebrew
literature - biblical as well as post-biblical. Following
upon this. some methodological considerations will be
brought up for discussion. l

l .  The text of  the Hebrew Bible

In his essay 'The Application of Thought to Textual
Cri t ic ism'2, which deservedly gained renown, A.E.
Housman wrote in 1922: 'Textual criticism is a
science. and, since it comprises recension and emenda-
tion. it is also an art. It is the art of discovering error
in texts and the art of removing it. That is its defini-
t ion. that is what the name denotes. '  Even i f  Hous-
man's posit ion has been intensively discussed3 in clas-
sical philology, it stands to reason that contemporary
biblical textual criticism has gone astray.

One of the most prominent representatives of this
discipline. D. Barthélemy, defends in his 'Etudes d'his-
toire du texte de l'Ancien Testament'a the following
opinion: a good many corrupt passages in the Bible
shouid actually not be seen as error-ridden; they are
oniy judged as such by us on the basis of our faulty
knowledge of the Hebrew of that time. With this the
eieventh rule of Houbigant is superseded: In Gramma-
tica quodcunque peccaÍum est, etiam si nest'itur, quo-
modo siÍ castigandum, tamen esse mendunt statuetur, &
Lihrario incauto, non Sacro Scriptori, attribuetur.s
Then - according to Barthélemy - the critic's job
consists in interpreting the texts rather than in emen-
ding them. 'en fonction d'un dogmatisme grammatical
à courte vue'. Just as Abulwalid ibn Gannátr was
influenced by the theories of Arabic grammarians,
who regarded the Koran as the uncreated Word of
God and consequently subjected it to a mere descrip-
tive grammar, so did Houbigant live in a cultural
period in which the grammar of the Académie fran-
qaise 'soumettait à un contróle draconien I'usage litté-
raire fait d'une langue vivante: le franqais classique.'ó
But can this socio-cultural explanation not also be
applied to Barthélemy? With this significant difference
certainly, that in the latter case the results of a consoli-

dated text-critical tradition are ignored, at least with
respect to the above-mentioned principle of Housman.
To rule out the possibility of textual errors in the case
of the Bible alone means excluding the application of
a general text-critical method to the biblical text. Does
this not signify a priori. however. the renunciation of
the use of common sense?

Just how absurd bibl ical  rexrual cr i t ic ism is today
can be seen from the following. largely topical sub-
jects:  the 'Urtext '  or 'or iginal ' .  ' Iextus recepÍus'  and
'Coder optimus'. and the plurality of biblical 'textual

forms'.

l . l  The issue of the 'or iginal '

According to Barthélemy's Critique textuelle de I'An-
cien Testament1: 'La critique textuelle de I'Ancien
Testament en tont que Bibles vise à rétablir ce texte en
son état authent ique. c 'est-à-dire en l 'état ou i l  a éte
cononisé. même si cet etat n'est pas toujours littéraire-
ment or iginal . '  Hence the 'or iginal '  is to be considered
exclusively as a matter for literary criticism, which
occupies itself with the pre-canonical stage of the text:
'C'est surtout I'analyse littéraire qui sert à reconstituer
ces états textuels qu'on désigne couramment comme
les "textes originaux",'e the purpose of textual criti-
cism being, on the contrary,lo to establish the oldest
attested textual form of the - canonicall - docu-
ments available. And since the conjecture aims at
recovering the original text, 'qui ne nous est plus
attesté textuellement'.11 the textual reconstruction
falls into the realm of literary criticism.12

The argument appears indisputable except for one
detail. With the inclusion of 'en tant que Bible', the
very difference between Librarius inc'autus and 'holy

writer', of which Houbigant has spoken and which
should be seen as the absolute foundation of biblical
textual criticism, was struck out gratuitously. Without
this difference, textual criticism is unavoidably redu-
ced to the function of an ancilla theologict. The only
question is: When was the untenability of this differ-
ence ever proven? And, one could add: in what sense
can one - looking at the Hebrew biblical text so
much as speak of a 'canon'?

The purpose of textual criticism is to get as close as
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possible to the original text, and that by way of the
following steps: l) Recensio - checking the tradition;
2) Examinatio - assessing the originality of the tradi-
tion; and 3) Divinatio - restoring the original text by
means of conjecture, or at least establishing the errors.
If one rejects these prerequisites - which are identical
with P. Maas' first two principles of textual criticism
- then one should not publish a book entitled Cri-
tique tertuelle.

The 'original'. however, is one of the least tangible
and least obvious concepts of textual criticism. As
D'4.S. Avalle argued in his Principi di critica del
Íesto,L3 it is based on a static, modellistic vision of the
literary work, which scarcely ever exists as a perfect
text, while the single work of a writer, strictly speak-
ing, constitutes a sometimes casual and provisory
section of the process of continuous adaptions and
alterations, through which the fundamental tendencies
of a literary system are expressed. When applied to the
Hebrew Bible, this means that the concept of 'original'

apparently has a different connotation for the higher
criticism (literary criticism) than for lower, i.e. textual.
criticism. For the latter. the 'original' text is the text as
it came out of the Íinal editing process. or - in other
words - the text as it emerges purified of secondary
additions and alterations. For the higher criticism. on
the other hand, the 'original' is identical with the
original layer or the original source.la

If one allows, which is highly likely, that there are
no textual breaks to be found between the archetype
of the Masoretic text and its historical archetype -

i.e.. the text as established roughly speaking around
the time of Esrals - then the 'original' which is
sought by literary criticism becomes an almost prehis-
toric phenomenon of practically only archaeological
interest.

Claiming the legitimacy of textual conjecture exclu-
sively for this prehistoric phase means that one is
unaware of the purpose of textual criticism. One then
attaches two clearly distinct phases of a scientific
approach to the text. If the Hebrew Bible, however,
was passed down to us through the hands of scribes
who have always done their work within a historical
context.  one has to wonder along with J.  Le Clerc:
'Certe cum nec Librarii, nec Massorethae, nec denique
interpretes quos habemus, fuerunt spiritu anarrrurtesias
donati. an non recte fieri potest ut diligentiae nostrae
aliquid emendandum reliquerint?' 1ó

In any case. Barthélemy's thesis is only the theoreti-
cal expression of a lengthy customary modus operandi'.
The Hebrew text remains unaffected, the 'critical edi-
tion' consists in the reproduction of one manuscript
complete with errors - which are corrected in the
apparatus; the real critical text, on the other hand, is
given in Bible commentaries and translations. It is not
out of place here to remark that this practice does not
depend on Kittel's Biblia Hebraica, but can be traced
back to such a prominent advocate of textual coniec-

ture as Houbigant: 'Emendationes ne inserentur in
Contextum Sacrum.'17

1.2 Coder opÍimu.s and tertus receptus
The preceding issue immediatelv introduces a fur-

ther aberration, of which apparently only few are
aware. The textual discussion in recent years has been
characterized by the necessity of going beyond the
Ben-Chayyim text, in other words that of the second
Biblia rabbinica of Daniel Bomberg. As is well-known.
a prominent position was taken in this discussion by
Paul Kahle. It is well-known as well that the recover-
ing of a part of the Aleppo codex brought about a
revision of the picture of the history of the Masoretic
Tiberian text. Nothing stands in the way of the
Aleppo codex actually being the best witness of the
Masoretic work of the Ben Ashers. It would be
absurd, however, to regard this manuscript as the
attestation of the textus receptus in its purest lbrm.18
Thus the textus receptus would be conÍirmed b,v the
best manuscript  but just b1'  the one best known
mainly on account of i ts inaccessibi l i t l  !  But is not the
te.\ t l ts receptus def ined as such so Íar as i t  is accepted
b1' at  least the major i t l '  of  the communit ies' l le

1.3 Textual forms of the Hebrew Bible
E. Tov has attempted to show rn a number of

studies that the Masoretic text, the Septuagint and the
Samaritan Pentateuch, which were generally consi-
dered the sole three recensions of the biblical text. are
actually only three of the many textual .fornts which
existed at the time of Qumran for every biblical
book .2o

The reasoning is as fol lows:
l .  On the basis of thorough research into a bibl ical

Qumran text.  I  lQpaleolev. Tov establ ishes that this
scroll can neither be ascribed to the Masoretic text-
type nor to that of the Samaritan Pentateuch, 'because

the scroll is not exclusively affil iated with either of
them.'21 The scroll not only corresponds sometimes
with a textual form and at other times with another
textual form, but also contains a number of unique
readings: 'As a result, this scroll cannot be grouped
with any of the known sources of Leviticus, but must
be regarded as a Jourth source of the book, previously
unknown. In this way theoretically we could add a
fifth and sixth source. eÍc.'22
2. Thus a general rule was derived from an exception:
'. .. all sources that do not clearly follow the MT, LXX
or Sam. Pent. against the other sources should be
considered independent.'
3. The discovery obviously requires a new definition of
the method of textual analysis, but 'such a methodo-
logy has not yet been established.'23 As a matter of
fact, the relationship between two sources is to be
established not only on the basis of 'agreements' and
'disagreements', but above all on grounds of the lectío-
nes singulares. lf one analyses the first Isaiah scroll
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(lQIs") according to this method, then one cannot but
conclude that the text of the scroll is unique and
cannot be grouped with any of the known Isaiah
textual sources.2a
4. ThereJ'ore the usual division of textual evidence into
three recensions should be regarded as obsolete.2s

Strictly speaking, however, the only thing that can
be deduced from the few cases researched by Tov -

assuming his analyses to be correct - is that there
were not three 'sources' but 3 + n 'sources'. in that
3 + 1 makes four and not three plus an infinite series.
This was already established by Paolo Sacchi in 1965
with completely different methodological premises in a
study2ó of which Tov was clearly unaware. In a
discussion on P. Kahle and M. Goshen-Gottstein's
method of researching lQIs^, Sacchi wrote: ' . . .  i f  we
wanted to apply it to the first edition of the Psalms.
then it would provide evidence for the existence of an
inf ini te number of text- types. '2?

The same author states furthermore that in order to
determine the relat ionship between two manuscripts.
one must take as point of departure the textual cor-
rupt ion, not the invest igat ion into var iants.  ' I f  the

Qumran manuscript actually agrees with the Masore-
tic tradition in every corrupted passage, then we have
the typical case of agreement in errors (or in lacunc) in
front of us, a fact which betrays a certain archetypal
common ground. If in such cases, however, the text of
1QIs" reads differently, then we could regard it as a
witness of that tradition, completely different from the
Masoret ic one. whose existence scholars are prompt to
suppose. but for which, as P. Kahle has already made
it  certain.  there are only indirect indicat ions. '28

Now. the invest igat ion into textual corrupt ions or
errors in the Masoret ic tradi t ion2e shows that ' the

most diÍicult passages in the Isaiah text were already
corrupted in lQIs". Historically speaking: the corrupt
passages in the Masoretic Isaiah text known to us are
older than 200 B.C.; they belong to the archetype
which lies at the basis of the Masoretic text and the
tex t  o f  lQIs" . ' :o

A method therefore very certainly exists and it is
based exactiy on the principle of 'error'. which a few
scholars - probably on the basis of a misunderstood
dogmatic prerequisite - simply would prefer to take
from the dictionary of biblical scholars.

To state it in other words: it is not so much the
number of agreements or disagreements between
various textual witnesses in the different textual passa-
ges but their nature which carries weight in textual
criticism. If one succeeds in showing two textual wit-
nesses having even one single 'monogenetic error'
(Bindfehler) in common, then one is allowed to
conclude that both textual witnesses have had a
common ancestor somewhere in their history. Indeed,
Íhe lecÍiones singulares carry no weight in the defini-
tron of the relationship between two textual witnesses.
They may prove useful only to define the position of

the textual witnesses within the history of the text:
'The characteristic reading represents an innovation
and is not sufficient in itself to indicate the existence of
a textual family, unless it is accompanied by at least
one signi Í icat ive error. '  31

An example: in a recent -  and otherwise outstan-
ding - study. S. Soderlund32 takes into account a
variant in 2QJeremiah (DJD III, p. 62-69) of Jeremiah
47 MT (29 LXX),4. Once he established that this
fragment 'at test(s) a dist inct MT type text ' ,  the author
remarks about a variant of the Qumran fragment in
verse 4 the variant x'hkrtl ' (MT: lhkrl'r) - which
corresponds to the Greek kai aphanió that in this case
2QJer and the Septuagint do not test i fy to a better
text.  for the Qumran reading whkrt t 'breaks the paral-
lel ism of the phrase and introduces an abrupt change
of subject.  ' l t  u 'ould be qurte unjust i f ied to place the
blame for such an aukuard and meaningless interrup-
t ion on the author of the or iginal  composit ion. Thus.
uhi le Aai t tplrctnio in this instance probably comes
from a textual r"ar iant already present in the transla-
Íor's Vorloge. it must be this Vorlage rather than the
MT that is secondary'  (p 216).

Soderlund's argument may be correct from the
viewpoint of literary criticism, but in the preliminary
stage of the evaluation of the textual witnesses it does
not signify very much whether or not a reading is
secondary. It completely escaped the author's atten-
t ion that this part icular agreement between 2QJer and
the Septuagint in a reading which he describes as false
is a Íirst evidence for the existence of a common
ancestor someuhere in the histor-v of these two witnes-
ses. Therefore 2QJer does not test i f .v to 'a dist inct MT
type text ' .  regardless of al l  of  the other possible
agreements with the Masoretic text in the matter of
'correct' readings.

Another example, this time from E. Tov's highly-
regarded lectiones singulares'. a Palestinian biblical
fragment,  Cambridge T.-S. 16,96 (:  P 360.2),  edi ted
by  P.  Kah le .33  g ives  fo r  Dan ie l  11 ,15  the  read ing
ntelek ha-negeb instead of melek ha-safon in MT. B.J.
Roberts '  opinion on this was: 'Apart  f rom the last
subst i tut ion there is nothing in the var iants which
would require the drastic theory of a divergent text to
account for them.'34 This part icular var iant is.  of
course. not sufficient to postulate an independent
branch within the textual tradition of the Hebrew Old
Testament. Rather, we are dealing here with a rare
case of modernizat ion of the bibl ical  text.  For when
one examines the literary sources from the era in
quest ion, i t  seems unl ikeiy that i t  is a quest ion of a
clerical error. Both expressions melek ha-negeb and
melek ha-safon were frequently used in the gth-1Oth

centuries to designate the Byzantine and Islamic em-
pires. Daniel al-Qlmisi, in his commentary on Zef 2,5-
7. for example, identifies the flrst term with 'Rome'.3s

Furthermore the entire scheme of Daniel 8-l I was also
used in an apocaiyptic way to describe Umayyad and
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Abbasid rule.3ó In other sources, this text was inter-
preted by Karaite exegetes from the viewpoint of
contemporary history, namely, as pointing to the inva-
sion of the Qarmatians.3T

There is no doubt that the reading of the Palestinian
fragment constitutes a lectio singularis. But before it
can be used at the text-critical level it should be
examined within the context of textual history38 - an
additional principle, which is too often neglected. The
reading of the Palestinian fragment should serve as a
useful point of departure for a chronological and
historico-cultural classification of the fragment itself
(9th,1Oth centuries, Oriental, possibly Karaite, milieu).
This means a great deal. because only the historical
classification of the document can supply the criterion
for a subsequent text-critical evaluation of the variants.
The above-mentioned examples of the use of the same
biblical expressions to refer to facts from contemporary
hrstory point unanimously to the reading of the frag-
ment as an ideologically conditioned variant. important
for the history of the use of the biblical text but of little
significance for its text-critical treatment. This reading
is not reason enough to add a new 'textual form' in the
sense given by E. Tov to the Palestinian branch of the
Hebrew biblical textual transmission. The lragment is
simply a witness of the Palestinian tradition with one
exceptional feature.

1.4 Conclusion
From what has been said above. the following conse-
quences ensue for biblical textual criticism:
l. The text of the Hebrew Bible must not be deprived
of a critical treatment. In the light of past scholarly
results. it is particularly absurd for this principle to
have to be reconfirmed today. The necessity of this
indicates the alarming nature of the present level of
research.
2. The history of the text of the Hebrew Bible must
form the basis for every text-critical discussion. But it
must really concern history and not confessional pre-
judices as, for instance, those3e which lead to the
definition of the Aleppo Codex as being the best
representation of the textus re('eptus. If one wants to
work historically, then it is, for example, not legiti-
mate for the classification of the text from Qumran
simply to put it next to the Masoretic text. After all,
the Masoretic text by definition - is medieval, and
consequently it should be judged in a medieval
context.ao For the classification of the Qumran textual
witnesses, the following should be consulted: a) the
Greek translations, b) the rabbinical quotations, c) the
evidence of ancient Bible exegesis (both Jewish and
Christian) and the use of the biblical text by authors
such as Josephus or Justin, etc.
3. Textual criticism must not ignore either the history
of the research up to recently assessed
commendably in Barthélemy's Critique textuelle - oÍ
the results of oresent research.

2. On the text-critical significance of medieval Hebrew
translations and on the first edition of texts

For the second part of this discussion, we refer back
to J. Le Clerc,al who advanced six precepts at the
beginning of his Quaesíiones Hieronymianae,42 which
should be kept in mind by everyone who is applying
himself  to a text edi t ion:43
I ) The editor should not allow the love he feels for the
author whose writings he is treating to take prece-
dence over his love for the truth (Non tam Hieronymi,
quam Veri amans sit ejus Operum Editor).
2) He must know the language of the author and the
ancient text so well that he can understand him cor-
rectly (sal erudiíus Latine sit, satisque exercitatus in
lectione Veterum, uí eltm Scriptorem probe intelligere
pos.sit).
3-4) He must also know very weli the language from
which the author translated, in order thus to compare
the translated passages with the original (3. sil Graece
doclus, ita ut.facile adsequatur Graeca admista Operi-
bus Hieronymi, & quae ex ea Lingua íranstulit t'unt
Graecis exemplaribus, si nece.sse siÍ , contendat: 4.
Hebraicam linguam teneat, sine cujus cognitione .judi-
cium nullum.f'erre potest de iis quae de ea Lingua passim
habet Hieronvmus).
5) He must compare the translation offered by his
author systematical l l '  u, i th other translat ions and with
the original (e.jus trtutsluÍionent, & LXX Viralem Groe-
('urwttque uliurunt re('ettt iorunt ./i 'ctgntentct, cunl
Hebraic'o Cotlit 'e non o.st'ítuttter (ontLtlerit).
6) He must know how to use the manuscripts and
have experience with the critical method (tractandis
Manuscriptis sit adsuetus, exercendísque omnibus periti
Critici muneribus longo usu tritus).

These lines are very much in keeping with healthy
common sense, but are nevertheless not always follow-
ed by modern editors of medieval Hebrew texts. Here
follow some concrete examples.

2.1 Shem Tob ibn Falaquera. an unknown and under-
estimated author

An example of too little familiarity with the manu-
script tradition is shown by the newest edition of the
well-known work of al-Fárábi. FT mabadi' ara' ahl al-
marltna ul-.fadila, by R. Walzer, which was published
in 1985 after years of research.aa What is surprising is
that the author failed to notice, despite the advice of
experts such as Baneth, Pines and Schwartz, that
roughly half of the text exists in a Hebrew version: in
the (unpublished) Sefer de'ot ha-philosophim and in
the (published) Seíer ha-ma'alot of Falaquera. In view
of the poor direct attestation of al-Fáràbr's work for
the time before Falaquera, the Hebrew version is of
decisive consequence for the choice of readings in the
Arabic, or at least for the establishment of the age of
certain readinss.as
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2.2 In 1988 R. Jospe publ ished an edit ion of Seíer
.sh"lentut ha-ntu'"ïint by Shem Tob ibn Falaquera.aó
This medieval author has recently attracted the atten-
tion of scholars. although his masterwork ('The Views
of the Philosophers') is stil l unedited.4r He lived some-
time between 1223i28 and 1295. probably in Spain or
the south of France. He applied himself to poetry
intensively in his youth, only moving towards phi lo-
sophy later on. He showed a clear preference for the
ethical and psychological tendencies of the great Isla-
mic thinkers al-Fárábr. Avicenna, Averroes and Ibn
Bájja (Avempace). His extensive knowledge of philo-
sophical literature lends significance to his work as a
treasury for the Arabic history of ideas, all the more
considering he attached great value to a coherent and
precise Hebrew technical vocabulary. What is more,
he often shows himself to be the sole source of lost
writings, e.g. in the case of Meqor Hayvim by Shelo-
moh ibn Gabiroi .  and not least in the case of certain
fragments of works by al-FárábT.as which are other-
wise ei ther unknown or only part l_v known in a
Hebrew translat ion. An example of this is the text of
Se.fer slt"lenntt ha-ntu''.íàir. which Jospe has now edi-
ted,aq which contains in chapters one to sir  the onlv
known Hebrew u' i tness of the so-cal led Swrtntu
A le r an dr in n r Ltnl. a compendium of Aristo tle' s IV i c' ont a-
chean Ethit's, which had an almost unique fate in the
Middle Ages. but which until now was not known to
exist in a Hebrew translation.s0 The modern editor.
however, did not have the slightest idea of this -

although the nature of the text alone should have
pointed his research in this direction, if not the fact
that the recent discovery of a manuscript of the Arabic
versi<rn of the Nit'homachean Ethics has spawned a
considerable literature on the medieval history of this
Aristotel ian work.sl

The editor limited himself to the observation that
'the first six chapters are based on Aristotle's Nico-
ntachean Ethics' (p.412), adding that - in the opinion
of an expert such as L.V. Berman - a comparison of
the text in question makes one suspect that Falaquera
used an Arabic version of the Nichomachean Ethics for
this work instead of the so-called intermediate
commentary by Averroes. In fact, Jospe continues (p.
413),  'Falaquera's text bears no relat ion to any known
text, either in content or in language.'

The editor and surprisingly Berman also
completely missed the actual character of Falaquera's
main source for his Íirst six chapters. A glance at the
text and at the parallels in the Nichomachean Ethics,
which Jospe himself lists in the appendix to the text. is
enough to realize that the Nichomachean Ethics cannot
be the direct source of Falaquera's work. And that it
also does not point to a personal revision by Fala-
quera is obvious from a comparison with the Latin
text of the Summa Alexandrinorum oÍ with its Arabic
fragments.s2 The Summa Alexandrinorum is quite cer-
tainly Falaquera's direct source, even if the Sefer

sh"lemut ha-ma'oiim is not an integral and exact trans-
lation of the Summa but simply a selection of excerpts.
at times arranged differently when compared with the
textual order in the Latin version. By not having
recognized these facts in other words. by having
neglected Íhe recensio and a verification of the textual
history - Jospe's edition is deprived of virtually all
critical value. But he did not intend to offer a critical
edition. He was content with a diplomatic reproduc-
tion of a textual witness with the variants of the
second manuscript in the apparatus.s3 Nevertheless.
with the knowledge of Falaquera's true source. it
would have been possible - without too much trouble
- at least to correct the biggest textual errors. Some
examples:
In  I .  6  (p .a17)  the  ed i ted  tex t  shows i t se l f  to  be
definrtely corrupt. The reading of the Paris MS, given
in the apparatus. has no doubt to be integrated into
the text.  s ince the Vat ican MS unquest ionably has an
omission in the text due to hontoioÍeleuton.
In I .  l0 (p ,117) a comparison with the Lat in text
al lows the Hebreu ki  'e(. t ' tnanl to be corrected to ki
'e(. t ' )nunt 

[rode' intJ- Lat. ' .  ist i  antbo sunt ignari .
In  I .  l6 -17  (p .418)  there  is  an  in te res t ing  example  o f
two manuscripts giving the same error, which can
legitimately be taken as a first basis for the descending
of both manuscripts from a common ancestor. The
reading ry")'t?1 (rx"ym Èf in MS Vat.) is obviously a
corrupt rendering of ry 'stm, i .e. :  'we should/would
like (MSS: we see) the ultimate felicity for itself (Lat.
nos autenl beatitudinent ultimam propter se volumus).

Incidentally. Jospe finds himself in good company,
as the fol low' ing example shows. A passage of Fala-
quera's Sefer l tu-tr tu 'uloÍ  as edited by L. Venet ianersa
reads: 'Just as i t  does not become a craftsman to be
content with the fact that his tools are ready for use.
so man should not be content with pract is ing ethical
virtues. Just as one who applies his strength (only) to
preserve his own tools and limbs troubles himself
about things, which are distinct from him. even if he is
not conscious of this,  so does anyone who contents
himself with ethical values. contents himself with the
fact that his end (snpn') lies in flesh (á'l bir) and a
good appearance. '  I t  is obvious that the last expres-
sion does not make any sense. and it should be
mentioned that one manuscript  of  the work5s even
contains the variant sxpr. The correct reading comes
from a comparison with the Arabic original of the
text. which Falaquera paraphrased here. namely, the
so-calied Farev'ell letter (Risalat al-n'idà) of Ibn Bájja
(Avempace):  su'sx'  (his horse) (Ar. . farasuhu)t  so

3. Concluding remarks

To conclude, we quote once again from the same
art ic lesT of Housman which was referred to above: ' I t

is supposed that there has been progress in the science
of textual criticism. and the most frivolous pretender
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has learnt to talk superciliously about "the old un-
scientific days". The old unscientific days are ever-
lasting; they are here and now; they are renewed
perennially by the ear which takes formulas in, and
the tongue which gives them out again, and the mind
which meanwhile is empty of reflexion and stuffed
with self-complacency ... Such a man as Scaliger,
living in our time, would be a better critic than
Scaliger was; but we shall not be better critics than
Scaliger by the simple act of living in our own time.'

We will not allow Housman. who concludes with a
rather arrogant assertion ('Textuai criticism, like most
other sciences, is an aristocratic affair, not communi-
cable to al l  men, nor to most men's8) to have the last
word, however.  Instead we choose Giorgio Pasqual i ,  a
master of the same stature. but more neutral and
optimistic: 'I would be content if the reader of this
book [ i .e. ' .  Stor ia del la tradi : ione . . .1were convinced of
the fact that. from the beginning. decisions must be
made in order to reconstruct an or iginal  text by an
ancient author and that the abi l i ty '  to do that cannot
be replaced by all kinds of mechanical rules. And I
would be content if he doesn't believe anyone any-
more who wants to make him believe - more or less
in good faith - that the critical editor's job is a
mechanical one. It is not; it is a methodical one, which
is as it were the opposite. On the most impressive
(because most historical) page of his book (Textual

Criticism), Maas compared the tradition with a water-
course which gradually picks up more and more
streams and flows through all kinds of soil-types.
thereby carrying their traces with it and iosing its
or iginal  colour.  In order to get r id of this.  one must
know the chemical composition of the waters of the
streams and the geologicai composition of the soil-
types. Unmetaphorically speaking: One should know
the cultures which have left their traces in each tradi-
t ion. One should know historv. 'se
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